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• Sharing/Collaborating on Files
• Collecting Information from Organization Members
• Scheduling Meetings
• Getting an Organization Website
Sharing Files/Collaborating: The Problem

Emails, flash drives, Facebook

- Unorganized
- Hard to be up-to-date
- Change tracking
- Buried files
Sharing Files/Collaborating: The Solution

Google Drive
Questions
Data Collection/Management: The Problem

- Hard to do via email
- Puts a burden on data collector
- Putting data into spreadsheets
Information Collection/Management: The Solution

Google Drive Forms
Questions
Scheduling Meetings: The Problem

- Time consuming
- Confusing (especially emails)
- Student Schedules
Scheduling Meetings: The Solution
doodle.com
Scheduling Meetings: The Solution

Google Calendar
Questions
Web Presence: The Problem

- How do I share files/pictures?
- HTML? Web development skills?
- $$ Dolla Dolla Bill$ Y'all $$
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Questions
Keep your head in the clouds...

“Work Smarter. Not Harder.”